LIFE AT THE FOOT OF THE FOOTHILLS.

A few centuries ago, windows were small because we didn’t know how to keep the wind from blowing through them. (Maybe that’s how they got their name: wind oh!) With our Harvest Portfolio, we’re using the modern miracle of glass to its fullest potential. Glass doors that spill out onto covered patios. Windows that turn the kitchen into a sunroom and the sunroom into a … sunnier room. Welcome to your bright, beautiful twenty-first-century home.
Bon appétit. Mangia. Let’s eat, y’all. Sharing good food is the universal way we connect with friends and family. And so, this plan puts first things deliciously first, with an entry that immediately ushers you into a hub of celebration. Feast your eyes on the sunny dining area (thanks, wall-of-glass-doors). And behind that, the big kitchen with extra-roomy island for savoring wine, bites and chitchat. The master suite upstairs is another example of fine hospitality: a place to treat yourself as honored guest, with double-entry shower and spacious walk-in closet.

3,294 finished sq. ft. 
+1,439 Unfinished lower level sq. ft. 
Optional 956 sq. ft. finished basement 
4-5 bedrooms 
3.5-4.5 baths 
2 car swing-in, 1 car front garage